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MAXIMIZING YOUR
APP POWER IN 2014

“I see a lot of booking apps, but once
usefulness drops off, so does the app
from my phone.”
– Ken Marold, Monscierge Chief Innovations Officer

In wrapping up my Tech Talk at HITEC recently,

Good question and an ongoing debate. How can

I was thinking back to earlier this year on the

a hotel app provide value to guests beyond their

significant collaboration that happened during

stay? I’m excited that we’ll be exploring more

HTE 2014 between the two realms of Hospitality

about the guest journey/mobile connection in

and Technology. I participated on a panel where

our late summer GEM report – but even though

innovators from both markets came together

we think the life of an app begins online, guest

as one for the session Maximizing Your Mobile

adoption starts onsite. So this report starts

App, and put forth this concept: Can technology

there too – with staff mobility. If your own staff

companies make brand and property apps

isn’t using your app, how can you expect your

so multifunctional that guests will value the

guests to do the same?

features enough to take up permanent real
estate on their smartphone?
Ken Marold

Chief Innovations Officer | Monscierge

THE STAFF / APP CONNECTION

YOU’VE GOT YOUR APP.
NOW WHAT?

With studies reporting that 70% of
guests say a hotel’s digital experience
significantly impacts their decision
to book a room, it’s understood
that apps are no longer a novelty they’re a necessity. Guests expect
information and immediacy in the
form of a touch and a swipe. But

no matter how much your guest
experience strategy demands an
app of your own, if your staff feels
like it’s simply gadgetry, they won’t
use it. So the “now what?” is to start
introducing, integrating and actually
using your app – from the inside.
Seeing Returns, MCD 2014

YOUR HOTEL APP AT WORK
Pg 4. Staff App Adoption

Pg 8. Mobile “In The Moment”

Tips on encouraging staff app usage and

How to share spontaneous offers and services

integrating your app into daily practices as a

and use mobile in surprisingly helpful ways,

streamlined departmental tool

such as onsite multilingual translation

YOUR APP BY DEPARTMENT

Your Staff + Your App

APP ADOPTION BY DEPARTMENT
When over half of surveyed travelers are

promoting the hotel app themselves, then

evaluating the digital options available from

why would your guests? A recent Monscierge

a hotel before booking a room, getting

study of hotels utilizing guest-facing mobile

mobile buy-in from your team is imperative.

apps showed the following steps for each

Beyond booking, if a hotel’s behind-the-

department to be key in staff adoption and

scenes and guest-facing staff aren’t using or

resulted in increased mobile downloads.

MANAGEMENT
•

Reduce demand on your staff with easy access to
hotel information and local recommendations

•

Gamify your app by creating rewards programs
around which department can utilize the app best

•

Promote the multilingual capabilities to your
international guests before they arrive to help with
staff-to-guest communication

•

Review usage data to find amenities your guests
are interested in most and have departments send
offers via your app

FRONT DESK / CONCIERGE
•

Promote your app via key card inserts or key card
holders

•

Integrate mobile check-in so guests can bypass the
front desk, helping to free up long lines

•

Show guests they can access your concierge’s
recommendations while off-site through your app

•

Offer promotional room upgrades via a message in
your app during check-in

FOOD & BEVERAGE
•

Automate the in-room dining process and simplify
order fulfillment

•

Promote F&B specials with download of property app

•

Alleviate communication barriers between guests
and staff by providing multilingual dining menus

HOUSEKEEPING
•

Streamline processes with real-time status updates
on all rooms

•

Make it easy to assign last minute housekeeping
needs with two-way communication via app

•

Create an easier way to maintain status of the
already serviced rooms

VALET
•

Reduce guest frustrations by eliminating wait times
with a valet request feature in your mobile app

•

Increase tip potential for staff due to improved
satisfaction

SALES & EVENTS
•

Promote app download links in hotel newsletters

•

Incorporate your app download links into your
company email signature lines

•

Feature special events within your app and use to
help sell bookings for your property

•

Present all your guests’ event info at a glance at all
times

•

Clarify event times and locations and keep them
up-to-date

ONSITE REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES

Recent surveys show 80%* of guests want to

your technology investment to work for you.

use their smartphone to access the amenities

In the next section, we’ve tested out some “In

your hotel offers, along with the hours of

the Moment” mobile marketing ideas to make

operation. Your guests are geared up and ready

it easy for your guests to spend their time (and

to do business, so seize this opportunity to use

their money) with you while onsite.
*Seeing Returns, MCD 2014

“IN THE MOMENT” MOBILE MARKETING

“IN THE MOMENT”
MOBILE MARKETING
Your app should complement your staff

technology as a way of completing your

routine, not clutter or compete with it.

goals, not another task to add, and

Mobile apps are tools to promote what

you’ll find a more seamless transition to

you already want to convey. Embrace

achieving guest and staff adoption.

GET THE APP IN THE SCRIPT
Promoting your app doesn’t mean adding another line to your
guest welcome speech. Your front desk staff may already have
a list to go over with your guests and there’s nowhere to fit in
the hotel’s app. No matter. Think blending, not adding.
For instance, say you’re already promoting the spa special.
Alert guests that they can get a discount code when they
download the app. The app becomes the easiest way for
guests to access the offer you were already promoting.

GIVE PERMISSION FOR SPONTANEITY
Empower certain members of the staff to use the app
to capture in-the-moment spontaneous offerings and
promotions. This is really no different than how designated
staff members may already be using your hotel’s social media.
They can tweet a volleyball game or instagram the chef
special, so why not send a message with your app, too.

GET STAFF TALKING ABOUT THE APP

IN OTHER WORDS
Get the staff talking about the app.
Below we’ve listed ways to promote your app. Pair these taglines and offers with a download
link and use them in SMS text messages, guest emails, social media and promotional collateral.

OFFERS & REMINDERS
“To have your car brought around,
text VALET to 555-55-5”
“Order room service en route to hotel...
Download our app.”
“Receive 15% off with your order when you
download our mobile app.”
“Download our app for important arrival instructions Construction near property”
“Download our app for on-the-go advice on
where to eat, play and shop”
“Review your folio through our mobile app.
Download here.”
“Get 100 hotel rewards points
upon app download”

TAGLINES
“Curious about a tee time?
Get access to info here.”
“Our staff’s pick for best meal in town.
Download here for a complete list.”
“Eating late? Find out what’s open for
service in our area.”
“Need a spa appointment? Book an
appointment here and save.”
“Need more towels? Request
this and more here.”

YOUR APP AS MULTILINGUAL TRANSLATOR

YOUR APP AS A TRANSLATOR

If your hotel app is developed with
multilingual capability to serve guests from
different countries, then make the most of
your investment and use your app to serve as
a multilingual translator for your staff.
For multilingual guests and staff alike,
a mobile app with this capability
contains the power of sharing messages,
recommendations, services, requests,
offers and inter-staff communications – all

Multilingual apps as
translators are an example
of technology that hasn’t
replaced interaction with
guests as the industry
once feared, but is, instead,
enhancing that interaction.

translated instantly.

RECOMMENDED READING ON MOBILE APPS

RECOMMENDED READING
Maximize Your App Power
Insights from some of this year’s Hotel Tech Euro
Conference panel of experts on the future of
hospitality brand and property apps:
“To rise above the app chaos one must go
beyond the basics of usefulness, ease of
use and enjoyment. Clever design that
enables powerful storytelling and emotional
connections are key to ensuring continued
customer trust.”
- Ioannis S. Pantelidis, Institute of Hospitality,
Professor Brighton University

READ MORE

http://bit.ly/powerhotels

5 Ways to Kill Your Mobile App
We’ve covered the basics on getting your app off
the ground and onto smartphones everywhere.
This article highlights five things NOT to do when
it comes to using and promoting your hotel app.

READ MORE

http://bit.ly/5waystokillyourapp

MOBILE STATS / COULD THEY ACTIVATE YOUR STAFF?

HOW DOES YOUR HOTEL RANK
Could User Stats Help Activate Your Staff?

Imagine seeing how your hotel’s app usage

“Gamifying” the reports to host competitions

stacks up against the competition or seeing

within different departments like F&B,

how your properties rate alongside each other.

valet and housekeeping is one idea for

What if you could quantify guest feedback,

management. While bigger brands can

requests, signups and increased revenue? This

already use the monthly reports to compare

vision is a new analytics reporting feature our

properties, try envisioning a monthly leader

Monscierge team is currently piloting with a

board of the ten highest (and lowest)

selection of our hotel clients. We’re excited to

performing properties, sent to their GMs –

see how it can take their mobile strategy to the

encouraging a management push for guest-

next level. But it’s also a great way to get staff

facing technology and staff adoption of mobile

more engaged and aware, as well.

as part of the whole guest experience.

This isn’t dry data. These are real interactions that tell a ‘story in progress’ of how
the app is becoming an extension of the guest experience and the hotel brand.

LOOK FOR OUR FALL GEM REPORT: MOBILE & THE GUEST JOURNEY
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